
Understanding Art – GED 9021 
 

Portfolio Assignment (Using a Blog) 
 
Required : You must create a free account for yourself on a popular blogging site (i.e. 
www.blogger.com or www.wordpress.com ).  You must be capable of posting to the blog 
and linking to other online materials.  Both blogger.com and wordpress.com provide user 
tutorials. 
 
Objective:  Develop a personally relevant question about visual art.  Use a blog to 
organize a portfolio of online materials that show evidence of your exploration/research. 
Comment and reflect (in writing) on these materials as you collect them.  Explain how 
they might resolve or extend/change your question. Finally, form a conclusion that 
answers your question. 
 
Process: Define Problem -> Collect & annotate evidence -> Reflect -> Form conclusion 
and support with collected evidence 
 
 

Step 1- (due Jan. 9) Define Problem: Develop a statement that clear describes a 
problem you recognize as something related to visual art that you want to work 
with and make sense of.  For example: “I want to be able to explain why artists 
paint images with colors that are not realistic.” 
 

1. Open a free account on a blogging site, (IMPORTANT! allow comments.)  
2. Name your blog.   
3. Your first post to it should present the problem you would like to address. 
4. Send the URL for your blog to your instructor via email.  Include a short 

paragraph that explains the purpose of your blog portfolio.  (The instructor 
will visit your blog and post all blog URLs on the course Blackboard site.)   

 
Step 2 – (one or more posts / week Jan. 9 – April 8) Collect/Annotate: Based on 
your problem begin your research.  Add weekly posts to your blog in order to 
build a portfolio that will help you answer the problem. You must post regularly 
each week over the course of the semester.  The blog posts should present links to 
art websites, online images/text from museums, online art galleries and art/artist 
sites/blogs, online newspapers, etc.  You must annotate these links explaining 
why you think they are relevant to your problem.  Write about how you found the 
link (search strategy), who authored the site or who created the visual images 
(authority), what element(s) might address part or all of your question (evidence).   
 
(example post: I found this painting Water Lilies–Monet –1899.jpg when reading 
about color in art at www.petitpalais.fr .  The gallery posted text about how 
impressionist painters began to exceed natural colors and extended their range.  I 
felt that Monet was able to use colours in this painting that went beyond what we 
actually see to create feelings that move the viewer aesthetically. There was a link 



to an article by  Catlin-Smith.com (an art historian at Harvard U) who explains 
that Monet’s cool palette of blues and greens suggests early morning.   
www.Artepedia.com/monet.htm explains that this painting showed how Monet 
was "getting to a point of total abstraction where color alone carried the entire 
emotional state for viewers." ) 
 
Step 3 – (due April 9) Select / Reflect: By this point in the portfolio assignment 
you should have identified the key elements of your research that support a 
conclusion. Create 1 post to your blog this week listing those key supports. 
 
(example post: Since the beginning of January my perception has been that artists 
moved from naturalist colors to extended coloration to wild colors completely 
disconnected from natural vision.  Three key images support this and I'll use those 
in my conclusion.  They are Corot's Italian Landscape 1842 at the Hermitage in 
Russia (see post for Feb 12), Monet's Morning Water Lilies 1892 (in my Feb 22 
post) and Bonnard's Breakfast Table 1920 (in my March 15 post).  I may use 
paintings by Matisse from my March 29 post. 
 
Step 4 – (due April 19), Conclusion : Write an extended final post of 500-600 
words that links to your specific resources from any of your postings. (You can 
link back to earlier posts in your blog-portfolio). Explain your solution/conclusion 
to the problem you originally stated, or your revised question if your research 
caused you to re-conceptualize it.  Include at least 5 links in your final post to 
your portfolio collection from throughout this semester.  These links must be used 
to illustrate and support your argument and conclusion. 
 

 
Marking:  Your instructor will begin grading your blog-portfolio between April 20 and 
April 27.  The blog comments feature should be turned on to allow your instructor to 
leave comments or a critique and your mark.  You may opt to delete your blog-portfolio 
once you have received your final course grade. 
 
Optional: You can visit and comment at other student blog portfolios from the links in 
the course Blackboard site. 
 
Grading: 
 

Ongoing weekly collecting and annotating of portfolio items = 5 marks 
Quality and relevance of resource annotations = 10 marks 
Conclusion = 10 marks 
 
Total = 25 marks (25% of course grade) 
 

 
 
 



 
Rubric: 
 
Collection of portfolio resources = 5 marks 

4 – 5 marks 2 – 3 marks 0 – 1 marks 
Collects every week and 
posts to blog evidence of 
research in the form of 3 or 
more links with annotations 
showing URLs, authorship 
and relevance of choices. 

Collects on 8 or more 
weeks and posts to blog 
evidence of research in the 
form of 2+ links mostly 
with annotations showing 
URLs, authorship and 
relevance of choices. 

Collects on 6 or fewer 
weeks and posts to blog 
poor evidence of research in 
the form of 1 or no links 
with few or no annotations 
showing a lack of correct 
URLs, rarely listing 
authorship and rarely 
explaining relevance of 
choices. 

 
Quality and relevance of resource annotations = 10 marks 

8 – 10 marks 5 – 7 marks 0 – 4 marks 
Weekly blog postings show 
ongoing reflection about 
investigation, all 14 wks 
covered. 
Postings show clear 
evidence of critical 
thinking, analysis, 
synthesis, evaluation. 
 

Weekly blog postings show 
ongoing reflection about 
investigation, 8 – 14 wks 
covered. 
Postings show some 
evidence of critical 
thinking, analysis, 
synthesis, evaluation. 
 

Sporadic blog postings 
show little reflection about 
investigation, 0 - 7 wks 
covered. 
Postings show little 
evidence of critical 
thinking, analysis, 
synthesis, evaluation. 
 

 
Conclusion = 10 marks 

8 – 10 marks 5 – 7 marks 0 – 4 marks 
Blog-Portfolio clearly & 
skillfully achieves 
objective. 
Conclusion reaches rational 
solution through analysis of 
evidence (linked materials).  
Evaluation of evidence 
shows critical thinking. 
Conclusion is strong. 
Writing is well crafted and 
clear. 
Final posting is 500 – 600 
words in length, no 
grammatical or spelling 
errors, links work. 
 

Blog-Portfolio mostly 
achieves objective. 
Conclusion reaches a 
solution through analysis of 
evidence (linked materials). 
Evaluation of evidence 
shows some critical 
thinking. 
Conclusion is acceptable. 
Writing is acceptable. 
Final posting is 500 – 600 
words in length, few 
grammatical or spelling 
errors, most links work. 
 

Blog-Portfolio does not 
achieve objective. 
Conclusion shows little 
rational thought and shows 
poor analysis of evidence 
(linked materials).  
Evaluation of evidence 
lacks critical thinking. 
Conclusion is weak. 
Writing is weak. 
Final posting is less than 
500 words in length, several 
grammatical or spelling 
errors, many links do not 
work. 
 



 
 


